A reward is being offered by the insurance company for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above vessel. Reward amounts for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the vessel shall be determined based on the strength of information and shall be at the sole discretion of the carrier. Assured, relatives of assured, employees of entity offering reward, or law enforcement officials are ineligible for reward for recovery. With any information, call collect or immediately notify your local law enforcement agency.
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STOLEN VESSEL
2001 24’ Celebrity runabout &
2002 Pacific trailer

• Hull: White topsides & black stripe, red decal
• Upholstery: White
• Closed bow
• Bimini: Black (removable)
• 2001 Mercury V8 350 MPI Magnum
  Eng Sr #: 0L637177 350 Max Bravo MPI
  Drive Sr #: 0L939386 Bravo 1
  Trn Sr #: 0L831576 Bravo
• Trailer: 2002 double axle Pacific trailer, black w/black fenders & white painted wheels
• Trailer VIN: 4OR3A2LJ02A019915
• CA License Plate: 4BX9977

HIN #: QD004086H001  CA REG #: CF 0446 PY

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Storage facility, 32300 Castaic Rd, Castaic, CA
DATE OF INCIDENT: January/February 2008
POLICE AGENCY: Los Angeles County Sheriff
Report #: 608-03419-0679-097

REWARD
$4,000.00

A reward is being offered by the insurance company for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above vessel. Reward amounts for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the vessel shall be determined based on the strength of information and shall be at the sole discretion of the carrier. Assured, relatives of assured, employees of entity offering reward, or law enforcement officials are ineligible for reward for recovery. With any information, call collect or immediately notify your local law enforcement agency.